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ABSTRACT 

 Wind energy as a power source is attractive as 

because it is plentiful, renewable, clean, and produces no harmful gas emissions.

 Wind power generation is the extraction or conversion or just tapping of kinetic energy possessed by 

the moving air into some useful form of energyby the help of 

mills for mechanical power development and utilisation, 

even to push sailing boats. 

 This is an original experimental investigation towards improving the efficiency of the existing 

horizontal axis wind turbine currently manufactured by almost all the commercial manufacturers of this 

particular wind turbine.  

INTRODUCTION 

 Wind turbine electric power generation technology was put in place to achieve electrical power 

generation for the utilities sector in the nineties. Now in their current form, wind driven power stations or 

wind farms represent not a replacement for th

complement, by contributing a part of the total electricity generation. Technology is being 

perfected.Existing technology which is already in use in most of the counties is satisfactory. There is a 

scope for improvement not much in technology but in Design of Wind Turbines.

 This particular work refers to a particular design improvement made in the design of horizontal axis 

wind turbines and such a design has been checked / verified by the author by making w

model of the wind rotors. 

 The outcome of this investigation is positive, encouraging and hence being reported here. This 

conceptual design needs acceptance and implementation by the wind turbine manufacturers all over the 

world. 

 First let us have some information about Conventional Wind Turbines:

There are basically two types of wind turbines that are there and they are 

(1) Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines (2) Vertical Axis Wind Turbines. Let us briefly know about them one 

by one. 

Horizontal-Axis Wind Turbines
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Wind energy as a power source is attractive as an alternative to fossil fuels/ petroleum products, 

because it is plentiful, renewable, clean, and produces no harmful gas emissions. 

generation is the extraction or conversion or just tapping of kinetic energy possessed by 

the moving air into some useful form of energyby the help of wind turbines to produce electr

for mechanical power development and utilisation, wind pumps for pumping water or drainage, and 

This is an original experimental investigation towards improving the efficiency of the existing 

horizontal axis wind turbine currently manufactured by almost all the commercial manufacturers of this 

Wind turbine electric power generation technology was put in place to achieve electrical power 

generation for the utilities sector in the nineties. Now in their current form, wind driven power stations or 

wind farms represent not a replacement for the conventional power station but would exist as a 

complement, by contributing a part of the total electricity generation. Technology is being 

perfected.Existing technology which is already in use in most of the counties is satisfactory. There is a 

r improvement not much in technology but in Design of Wind Turbines. 

This particular work refers to a particular design improvement made in the design of horizontal axis 

wind turbines and such a design has been checked / verified by the author by making w

The outcome of this investigation is positive, encouraging and hence being reported here. This 

conceptual design needs acceptance and implementation by the wind turbine manufacturers all over the 

us have some information about Conventional Wind Turbines:  

There are basically two types of wind turbines that are there and they are 

(1) Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines (2) Vertical Axis Wind Turbines. Let us briefly know about them one 

Axis Wind Turbines (HAWT)  
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Of Technology,  

an alternative to fossil fuels/ petroleum products, 

generation is the extraction or conversion or just tapping of kinetic energy possessed by 

to produce electricity, wind 

for pumping water or drainage, and 

This is an original experimental investigation towards improving the efficiency of the existing 

horizontal axis wind turbine currently manufactured by almost all the commercial manufacturers of this 

Wind turbine electric power generation technology was put in place to achieve electrical power 

generation for the utilities sector in the nineties. Now in their current form, wind driven power stations or 

e conventional power station but would exist as a 

complement, by contributing a part of the total electricity generation. Technology is being 

perfected.Existing technology which is already in use in most of the counties is satisfactory. There is a 

This particular work refers to a particular design improvement made in the design of horizontal axis 

wind turbines and such a design has been checked / verified by the author by making working physical 

The outcome of this investigation is positive, encouraging and hence being reported here. This 

conceptual design needs acceptance and implementation by the wind turbine manufacturers all over the 

There are basically two types of wind turbines that are there and they are  

(1) Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines (2) Vertical Axis Wind Turbines. Let us briefly know about them one 
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 These turbines have the main rotor shaft and electrical generatorusually at the top of a tall tower, and 

this main rotor shaft arranged horizontally and the wind rotor pointed into the wind or towards the wind 

or facing the wind flow. Smaller horizontal axiswind turbines are pointed towards the wind by a simple 

wind vane or it is also called as a Tail Vane or a Rudder while large horizontal axis wind turbines 

generally use a wind direction sensor coupled with a servo motoretc. which will have to do the work to 

align the big wind rotor towards the wind. Most of these turbines have a step up gearbox, which converts 

the slow speed higher torque rotational motion of the wind rotor into a quicker/ faster rotation that is 

more suitable to drive an electrical energy generator. Hence mechanical rotational energy obtained by the 

wind turbine can be converted in to electrical energy which in turn is fed into the electrical grid / wires 

with appropriate frequency for further utility.  

Vertical-Axis Wind Turbines (VAWT) 

 These have the main rotor / turbine shaft arranged vertically to the ground. Key advantages of this 

arrangement are that the turbine does not need to be pointed into the wind to generate effective power 

form the flowing wind. This type of turbines are always pointing towards the wind or ready to receive the 

wind from any direction by virtue of their basic design. This is a specific advantage on sites where the 

wind flow direction is highly variable or changing with time to time. 

 With its axis being vertical, the generator and gearbox can be placed near the ground and it is more 

accessible or easy for erection and maintenance. Their drawbacks are that some designs produce 

pulsating torque. 

 A Two Stage model of Savonius wind turbine is shown here: 

 

 

 This model turbine is in the Department of Mechanical Engineering and it is working for more than 

ten years. Recently it has been just painted with red and yellow colour to distinguish the two separate 

stages it has which will aid the turbine to receive the wind from all around. 
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 When the wind is blowing,

other vertical axis turbine namely the Darrieus Turbine.

 A combination of Savonius and Darrieus turbi

successfully for several years here in the Department of Mechanical Engineering National Institute of 

Technology, India- 620015. This was a successful pair and it was made to make both of them more 

effective wind energy converters.

Why Wind Energy ? and What is Special about it? 

 Now all are in a position to agree the basic fact that Wind or Moving air is indirect form of solar 

energyand it is perinial and ever lasting. Due to uneven heating of the atmopheric

movement is taking place from place to place.

 As long as Earth and Sun are therethere can be wind and which should be blowingand this is what 

all may have to register in the mind. Hence it may be very useful to know and note 

classification and plan for action to extract the power from this mighty source of nature.

 The pioneer Sir Francis Beafort, The English Admiral Who could do thefine work of classification 

of the wind based on the speed of wind is to be 

for the benefit of all. 

Wind speed is given in the unit of Miles per Hour.

 

 

Efficiency of Wind Turbines

 The term efficiency should play a vital role from now onwards rather than mere advantages and 

disadvantages.  

When the wind is blowing, Savonius turbine has higher self-starting torque characteristics than the 

other vertical axis turbine namely the Darrieus Turbine. 

A combination of Savonius and Darrieus turbines on a common vertical shaft was also working 

successfully for several years here in the Department of Mechanical Engineering National Institute of 

620015. This was a successful pair and it was made to make both of them more 

wind energy converters. 

Why Wind Energy ? and What is Special about it?  

Now all are in a position to agree the basic fact that Wind or Moving air is indirect form of solar 

energyand it is perinial and ever lasting. Due to uneven heating of the atmopheric air by the solar light air 

movement is taking place from place to place. 

As long as Earth and Sun are therethere can be wind and which should be blowingand this is what 

all may have to register in the mind. Hence it may be very useful to know and note 

classification and plan for action to extract the power from this mighty source of nature.

The pioneer Sir Francis Beafort, The English Admiral Who could do thefine work of classification 

of the wind based on the speed of wind is to be thanked once again and Beaufort Scale is reproduced here 

 

Wind speed is given in the unit of Miles per Hour. 

Efficiency of Wind Turbines 

The term efficiency should play a vital role from now onwards rather than mere advantages and 
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torque characteristics than the 

nes on a common vertical shaft was also working 

successfully for several years here in the Department of Mechanical Engineering National Institute of 

620015. This was a successful pair and it was made to make both of them more 

Now all are in a position to agree the basic fact that Wind or Moving air is indirect form of solar 

air by the solar light air 

As long as Earth and Sun are therethere can be wind and which should be blowingand this is what 

all may have to register in the mind. Hence it may be very useful to know and note down the following 

classification and plan for action to extract the power from this mighty source of nature. 

The pioneer Sir Francis Beafort, The English Admiral Who could do thefine work of classification 

thanked once again and Beaufort Scale is reproduced here 

The term efficiency should play a vital role from now onwards rather than mere advantages and 
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 Wind energy has been realised as an alternate form of energy but unfortunately commercial 

manufacturers of wind turbines does not seem to bother about the real efficiency of their products. The 

efficiency is the one which decides the power produced by the turbine per dollar / or money invested by 

the real investor.  

 The design of the conventional horizontal axis wind turbines appears to be designed by structural 

Engineers rather it should have been done by Mechanical Engineering turbine designers. In this context 

the present work takes its importance to give some useful suggestions. 

Mechanics and Dynamics Involved In the design of Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines 

 Mechanics and dynamics of the Horizontal axis wind turbines seems to be well established but still 

there is scope for making more efficient Horizontal axis turbines.Let us see howit can be!  

 The experimental work carried out by the author clearly confirmsgood improvement / gainin the 

Performance and efficiency of horizontal axis wind turbine. This is done by having the real long 

cantileverbeam type of wind rotor bladewhich is actually hanging from the central shaft like a 

‘cantilever’ beam in simple engineering mechanics suitably scaled down and altered.In the small model 

test rotors with theparticular design modification in the rotor blade geometrychanges the dynamics and it 

is beyond any doubtit is giving better result by way of giving improved efficiency than the conventional 

horizontal axis turbines manufactured by most of the commercial manufacturers of this type of wind 

turbine. 

Simple Conceptual Way to Gain more Efficiency for the Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines 

 If the wind turbine blades are sharper or smaller by cross section at the outer peripheral tip it may 

not be able to produce higher moment or larger push or rotational thrust given by the wind. It is the 

kinetic energy possessed by the moving air which is pushing the twisted aerofoil shaped blades of the 

turbine in the direction of its rotation.  

 On the other hand this does not mean that the blades have to be sharper or smaller at the root. Proper 

modification in the geometry of the physical blades is so made that the moving air or wind is not allowed 

to escape or pass through the rotor without giving or transferring its possible kinetic energy to the wind 

rotor / blade assembly.  

Possible Logical Engineering Reason for Improved Efficiency:   

 In the Horizontal Axis Domestic Fan type Rotor/ Turbine blade assembly, if we imagine that there 

are many concentric circles drawn to represent the total circular area occupied by the blades while in 

operation. This space is known as the ‘swept area’ of the rotor which is available for the wind to flow 

through. From the inner most circle if one is moving his eye radially outward he will notice larger and 

larger circles which will come one by one.  

 Now to tap or harness the energy from the passing wind through that larger and larger annular area, 

the rotor blades’cross sectional width should not be smaller at the tip instead it has to be larger at the 
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outer radii. As of now almost all of the commercial wind turbines are having the blades with their blade 

width smaller at the outer periphery. This should not be the case to get maximum energy harnessed from 

the passing wind through the larger area.  

 This well-conceived conceptual design idea has beenput to test andrepeatedly verified 

experimentally by changing the rotor blade geometry with larger cross sectional area at the tip. Three 

individual small model rotors with three different ‘solidity ratio’ has been fabricated and tested by the 

author of this paper in the Department of Mechanical Engineering, National Institute of Technology, 

Tiruchirappalli, India-620015 and they all give expected  successful positive results. 

 The recorded readings are not reported here for want of commercial secrecy. Interested commercial 

Manufacturers / Investors can always make contact with the author and get the details after signing an 

agreement and after making suitable payment. 

 The author has about three decades of experience and exposure to wind energy and happens to be a 

State award winner, State of Tamil Nadu, INDIA for the experimental undergraduate project work in the 

field of wind energy in the year 1980. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 Understanding can come later to technology and subsequent technological implementations can 

make better products to serve the mankind in a better way.The reluctance should be overcome to make 

certain beneficial changes for both sides and this will lead to a win –win situation.  
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